Hello,

Referring to 5.3, when a selection of pages have been made into listpages, after the access to a page there is no else way to go back to the list with its filters than re-run listpage and set again the filter, browse the list often to view and modify the following element.

This is a great loss of operating time.

I suggest, as for the structure, to implement a button which returns to the list and into at the previous position.

Programmatically this needs to:

1. - send to page-edit the parameter of the listpage we just have left
2. - by the button run again listpages with options:
   1. - filter
   2. - current position into the list

This problem is accurate because of the new category features.
when the access rights to a "family of pages" are not the same, the good way is not to use a structure (not designed for this indeed) which access by category is applied to all structure elements, but the category or element access by groups or both.

For my own I use structured categories to access lists of pages. This is the right use, but this list
can't at this time be use to browse the selected list.
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